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Introduction: The Hayabusa2 mission returned 5.4 g of material from the surface of the water-rich C-type asteroid 162173 Ryugu in December 2020 [1]. Preliminary characterization indicates that the mineralogy of Ryugu is consistent with that of highly aqueously altered CI chondrites [1]. One of the primary goals of the sand team is to understand how the surfaces of small (< 200 µm) grains from Ryugu are modified by space weathering, a combination of processes including the solar wind, micrometeoroid impacts and galactic cosmic rays [3]. Space weathering processes affect all airless worlds, and result in physical and chemical modifications of mineral exteriors and consequently changes the reflectance spectra obtained from asteroid surfaces.

Intriguingly, reflectance spectra of returned grains do not match the spectra acquired from Ryugu by the Hayabusa2 probe [1,2]. In addition, preliminary observations of fine grained Ryugu particles from chamber A and C of the Hayabusa2 sample canister indicate that space weathered grains are rare ~6 % [4]. Given that over half of Itokawa grains exhibit surface modification from space weathering [5] the scarcity of space weathering features in Ryugu grains is puzzling.

The low abundance of space weathered grains may be because only grains at the very surface of Ryugu are altered in such a way and the kinetic sampling mechanism would result in the majority of sampled material to have come from deeper parts of the regolith. However, regolith gardening processes are likely to result in overturn of the surface bringing up fresh material from depth and burying space weathered grains. Thus, even a sample exclusively from beneath

Figure 1. Low kV SEM images of two grains of Ryugu showing rounded grain and mineral edges and nanotopography of competent mineral grains relative to the weaker matrix. White scale bars are 1 µm unless stated.
procedure tomography (APT) measurements [6]. Regions of interest were extracted for APT from the grain surface using a Ga-focused ion beam (FIB) at the University of Glasgow following the approach of Daly et al., [6]. Electron transparent lamellae were extracted for TEM from specific regions of interest identified in the low kV SEM imaging following the approach of Lee et al., [7]. TEM and APT analyses are ongoing with further APT measurements planned.

**Results:** The two grains studied have irregular surfaces with angular-sub-rounded edges (Fig 1). The grains are predominantly comprised of a fine-grained phyllosilicate matrix with embedded euhedral sulphide, magnetite, and carbonate grains. TEM and low kV SEM imaging reveal no evidence of space weathering (neither amorphization by solar wind nor melt layers from micrometeoroid impacts [3]) on either grain’s surface. In the same way imaging of the grain’s surfaces reveal: phyllosilicate crystals exhibit a preferred alignment forming a foliation texture; oxide, sulphide, and carbonate grains exhibit topography relative to the matrix and protrude from the grain’s surface; the matrix curves upwards and onlaps onto the edge of the protruding grains (Fig. 1). In addition, some magnetite and carbonate crystal facets are slightly rounded where the crystal is exposed at the grain’s surface (Fig. 1). In particular, spherulitic magnetite needles are rounded where present at the grain’s surface and sharp below the surface (Fig. 2).

**Discussion:** The nano-topography of competent minerals like magnetite relative to the soft weak phyllosilicate matrix, the rounding of crystal edges at grain surfaces and the sub-rounded surface of the grains themselves are consistent with abrasion of the grains and preferential erosion of the weaker matrix.

There are two plausible explanations for these surface features: 1) Fresh surface generation and grain fracturing during sample collection, 2) natural abrasion and erosion of the grain’s surfaces on Ryugu. The samples were recovered from the regolith of Ryugu by firing a Ta projectile at the asteroid’s surface and ejecting grains into the sample container. In this brief high-energy environment it is likely that grains will fragment and new fresh surfaces will be produced. However, this process would not completely destroy space weathered surfaces on the majority of grains and may produce many smaller grains that exhibit space weathering on one or more faces from the fragmentation of larger grains.

Natural abrasion of grains in Ryugu’s regolith during impacts and regolith gardening would slowly remove the grain’s outer surface preferentially eroding phyllosilicate matrix, rounding the grain’s and exposed competent mineral’s edges. This abrasive process would also serve to destroy any space weathering features that were originally present on the grain from any time spent previously at the surface of Ryugu.

The preferential removal of weak material by abrasion may also explain observations of solar wind irradiated olivine grains in Ryugu situated next to phyllosilicates that exhibit no evidence of space weathering [4]. In conclusion, abrasion of the weak incompetent grain surfaces of Ryugu in the regolith of the asteroid may explain the scarcity of space weathered surfaces on collected Ryugu regolith grains.